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1. Introduction 

1.1 Purpose of this Technical Note  
1.1.1 On 17 July 2023, the Applicant met representatives from Cambridgeshire County 

Council (CCC) and Fenland District Council (FDC), including the Environmental 
Health Officer (EHO) to review how the Development Consent Order (DCO) would 
interact with the Environmental Permit (EP) with respect to noise monitoring, control, 
and enforcement. The concern expressed by CCC and FDC was, there may be a 
regulatory gap due to the acoustic fence being within the DCO Order limits, but 
outside of the EP installation boundary, see Appendix A for the respective 
boundaries. Consequently, HGV traffic noise on New Bridge Lane may not be 
adequately controlled. This Technical Note presents information to provide clarity 
on the interaction between the EP and DCO regimes, confirming there is not a 
regulatory gap. 

1.2 Structure of this document  
 Section 2.0 – Review of noise mitigation and the interaction between the EP 

and DCO 

 Section 3.0 – Conclusion  
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2. Review of noise mitigation and the 
interaction between the EP and DCO 

2.1 Background 
2.1.1 The proposed acoustic fence at 10 New Bridge Lane (see Appendix B) is 

necessary to control noise from activities within the EfW CHP Facility Site, including 
HGV movements (for which the EA has jurisdiction under the Environmental 
Permitting (England and Wales) Regulations 2016, as amended (‘EPR’)), but also 
from development traffic manoeuvring external to the EfW CHP Facility Site on New 
Bridge Lane (activities not regulated by the EA under the EPR). As the acoustic 
fence serves a dual purpose, it must be installed at 10 New Bridge Lane. Installing 
the acoustic fence at the EfW CHP Facility Site’s southern boundary (north of New 
Bridge Lane) would not control noise from traffic manoeuvring on New Bridge Lane, 
nor would it be an effective mechanism for controlling noise from HGV’s at the 
vehicle entrance operating within the permit installation boundary (the dominant 
source identified in the noise impact assessment supporting the EP application) as 
the acoustic fence would need to be opened to allow access and egress of HGV’s 
to/from the EfW CHP Facility Site and, consequently, that specific noise 
source/impact would still be present with a barrier on/within the site boundary in 
place.  

2.2 Pre-Application Consultation with the Environment Agency  
2.2.1 During pre-application consultation with the EA to discuss the approach to the EP 

and the information to be considered, the EA confirmed it has no jurisdiction over 
noise from vehicle movements on the local road network (in this instance New 
Bridge Lane) and, as such, that source should not be included in the noise 
assessment that supports the EP application. This position was confirmed in the 
EA’s notice of consultation on the EP application (https://consult.environment-
agency.gov.uk/psc/pe13-2tq-medworth-chp-limited/):  

“We can take account of…The impact of noise and odour from traffic on site. We 
cannot take account of… The impact of noise and odour from traffic travelling to and 
from the site.”  

2.2.2 The decision not to include the acoustic fence within the proposed EP installation 
boundary was a very deliberate one. As the acoustic fence must be located off-site 
on third party land for effective noise control, there is a risk, in terms of pollution 
incidents, and/or potential for contamination to be found at the point of EP surrender 
due to third party activities which, through no involvement of its own, the operator 
would become liable for if the land on which the acoustic fence was installed was 
included within the installation boundary. 

https://eu-central-1.protection.sophos.com/?d=environment-agency.gov.uk&u=aHR0cHM6Ly9jb25zdWx0LmVudmlyb25tZW50LWFnZW5jeS5nb3YudWsvcHNjL3BlMTMtMnRxLW1lZHdvcnRoLWNocC1saW1pdGVkLw==&i=NWU2ZjZmZjRlNjJhYmUxNmMwOWMyNzU3&t=eTVtTUZaaTIvV3M5ajVmTzIyKzZObHBlNFlyaVU5cU9BczB5bDJRNkxjRT0=&h=4fb8801b45ea48e58519a436ebcdda0f&s=AVNPUEhUT0NFTkNSWVBUSVayImq9SRokdEZ7R4cPy4TB87Vs7TTq5kqimNVjRNyCpA
https://eu-central-1.protection.sophos.com/?d=environment-agency.gov.uk&u=aHR0cHM6Ly9jb25zdWx0LmVudmlyb25tZW50LWFnZW5jeS5nb3YudWsvcHNjL3BlMTMtMnRxLW1lZHdvcnRoLWNocC1saW1pdGVkLw==&i=NWU2ZjZmZjRlNjJhYmUxNmMwOWMyNzU3&t=eTVtTUZaaTIvV3M5ajVmTzIyKzZObHBlNFlyaVU5cU9BczB5bDJRNkxjRT0=&h=4fb8801b45ea48e58519a436ebcdda0f&s=AVNPUEhUT0NFTkNSWVBUSVayImq9SRokdEZ7R4cPy4TB87Vs7TTq5kqimNVjRNyCpA
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2.3 Regulation of the acoustic barrier  

Environmental Permit  
2.3.1 Notwithstanding the acoustic fence being external to the installation boundary, there 

are still effective mechanisms under the EP for the EA to e.g., require the operator 
to repair any defects which may occur to the acoustic fence throughout its lifetime. 
The acoustic fence is listed as a control technique in both the noise impact 
assessment and noise and vibration management plan that accompanied the EP 
application. These operating techniques are generally added to Table S1.2 of the 
EP and a generic condition within the main body of all permits typically includes:  

“The activities shall, subject to the conditions of this permit, be operated using the 
techniques and in the manner described in the documentation specified in Schedule 
1, Table S1.2, unless otherwise agreed in writing by the Environment Agency. If 
notified by the Environment Agency that the activities are giving rise to pollution, the 
operator shall submit to the Environment Agency for approval within the period 
specified, a revision of any plan specified in Schedule 1, Table S1.2 or otherwise 
required under this permit which identifies and minimises the risks of pollution 
relevant to that plan, and shall implement the approved revised plan in place of the 
original from the date of approval, unless otherwise agreed in writing by the 
Environment Agency.”  

2.3.2 It is also possible for the EA to include off-site conditions in permits, in a similar 
manner as that used for e.g., continuous off-site ambient air quality monitoring, that 
would require ongoing maintenance of the acoustic fence. Hence, contrary to initial 
views expressed by CCC and FDC that there are no control measures available 
under the EP, effective controls are available. For clarity, references in the noise 
impact assessment supporting the EP to HGV’s on the local road network being 
excluded solely relates to their exclusion from the predictive noise model that 
accompanies the EP application (to ensure the predictions are consistent with 
activities included in the EA’s jurisdictional scope under the EPR), not the exclusion 
of the acoustic fence as a control technique, or exclusion of HGV manoeuvring on 
New Bridge Lane from the specification of the acoustic fence.  

DCO Application  
2.3.3 The acoustic fence specification has been designed based on the outputs from the 

noise assessment supporting the DCO Application (Appendix 7D Outline 
Operational Noise Management Plan Volume 6.4) [REP3-015]). That assessment 
includes contributions from HGV’s manoeuvring within the EfW CHP Facility Site, 
but also includes additional contributions from HGV’s operating on New Bridge 
Lane. Furthermore, the Outline Operational Noise Management Plan Rev 4, 
Appendix 7D, (Volume 6.4) [REP5-014], specifically developed for the DCO 
Application, which addresses the impacts from HGV’s on New Bridge Lane, also 
includes the acoustic fence as a mitigation measure. Conditions to adhere to this 
management plan, whilst supporting ongoing access to the acoustic fence and the 
requirement to construct and maintain it throughout the lifetime of the Proposed 
Development, would be secured by DCO Requirements (see Figure 2-3. 
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Figure 2-1: Extract from Outline Operational Noise Management Plan  

 
2.3.4 The rights to install and maintain the acoustic fence for the lifetime of the Proposed 

Development on the land identified in Appendix A (plot number 12/8a1) is secured 
in Schedule 8 of the draft DCO Rev 4, (Volume 3.1) [REP5-006]. Figure 2-2 
provides the relevant extract from Schedule 8.  

 
1 For further details see Book of Reference Rev 5 (Volume 4.1) [REP3-009] and Land Plans Rev 4 (Volume 2.2) [REP3-003]. 
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Figure 2-2: Extract from Schedule 8 of the Draft DCO Rev 4 

 
2.3.5 The detailed design for the acoustic fence and the Operational Noise Management 

Plan (ONMP) is secured by DCO Requirement 19, draft DCO Rev 4, (Volume 3.1) 
[REP5-006]. The wording of DCO Requirements 19 is provided in Figure 2-3. Note, 
the “Works No.” referred to are described in Schedule 2 of the draft DCO and 
reproduced in Appendix B. “Works No. 10” is the acoustic fence at 10 New Bridge 
Lane. The acoustic fence is required to be implemented before construction of the 
Access Improvements to New bridge Lane (“Works No. 4A”).  
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Figure 2-3: Draft DCO Requirements 19 (noise management) 

 
2.3.6 In addition to the Operational Noise Management Plan and erection of the acoustic 

fence, the Outline Construction Environmental Management Plan (CEMP) (Volume 
7.12) [REP5-022] includes additional information on traffic management and 
general noise mitigation. The Detailed CEMP is secured by Requirement 10 of the 
draft DCO, reproduced in Figure 2-4. 

Figure 2-4: Draft DCO Requirements 10 (CEMP) 
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2.3.7 Both the Outline ONMP and CEMP are certified documents in the draft DCO Rev 
4, (Volume 3.1) [REP5-006]. Figure 2-5 provides relevant extracts from Schedule 
13.  

Figure 2-4: Draft DCO Requirements 10 (CEMP) 
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3. Conclusion  

3.1.1 Any acoustic fence defects which contribute to adverse noise impacts associated 
with HGV’s on New Bridge Lane are enforceable under the DCO, whilst acoustic 
barrier defects contributing to adverse noise impacts due to activity within the 
installation boundary are enforceable under both the DCO and EP (with the EA 
generally taking the lead role on enforcement action in this case). There is no 
regulatory gap in controlling/allowing enforcement action to be taken with respect to 
noise associated with the Proposed Development.  
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Appendix A DCO Order limits and EP Installation Boundary  
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Appendix B Location of Acoustic Fence at 10 New bridge Lane 
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Appendix C Draft DCO Schedule 1: 
Authorised Development  
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